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A. Rationate Summative EvatuatLan

The Mathematical Problem Solving Project (MPSP) had a long-range

intention of impacting the materials and procedures of teaching mathe-

matics to children. So it was clear from the beginning that there

would be a time when.the total impact of MPSP materials and proaddres

on children would haye to be measured.

The Oroject goal was to explore ways to improve the problem-

solving abilities of elementary school children. More specifically,

'the project wanted to foster:

(1) imprgVed achieyement or nonstandard, process-type problems;.

(.2) the use of a richer repertoire of skills and strategiesin

f problem solving; and As a spinoff,)of (1) and (2),
, .. .

.

(a) improved achievedient on standard textbook problems.

To measure the attainrent of specific goals, it is important top
.

.
.

$

have instroments:that.are familiar and accepted. ,.,It,It 4s also important
,

. . 1 ,,,,,

to have instruments which a're`s;4itive to these- specific 4bals. Dur-.

. ing the 1975-76 schoolvear, the gpals,..of
it

tO MPSP summative evaluation

were to identify/existing instruments to measure its goals, to develop
. ,

4.
_instruments where no satisfactory ones existed, and Ito pilot-test the

,t
...-

instruments-and procedures fo'r administering them. This is ao report
i

_ of the selectitn, development, and pi:lot-testing of instruments.115ed

fn the-1975-16 MPSP summative evaluation.,

Since MPSP was terminated, it has become clear that these efforts

will represent the only systematic evaldation of the project. So this

report will cover both instrument 'selection and iestin and any tenta-

tive observations concerningfthe project that can be bas on'the data

from the pilot- testing of these instruments. It is important tot:note

that the treatment received by the children invplved in this study was

6



not the systematic application of.a developed program but rather ex-
.

,periences with preliminary materials which were under development.

While every effort was made/to ihsure that the children had veri-

ences that were educationally sound, these experiences were in no way

based on a completely developed program.
.

B. In4tAumento and Pnoceduku

This report is organized around thejfour instruments selected or

developed for the/Summativeevaluation and used during the 1975-76

school year. The
/
instruments used for the summative evaltation were:

7

1. Student/Attitude auestionnaire (SAQ), developed and validated

by the MPSP evalliation-staff;

2. problems selected from the National Longitudinal Study of

Mathematigs iOljeveAent (NLSMR);
/

/

3. /the problem-sdIving subtest of4the Stanford' Achievement Test

/ (SAT);

Problem SolvingSurv0 (PSS), developed by the Mileevaluation't

staff.

Each of these instruments is briefly dicussed below with respect

to the procedures used for developing 4he instrument or the process -used
t.

1,

for selecting the instrument, how the instrument was used, the data

collected from'the instrument, the implications of "the data* and what

was learned :about the .instrument. A detailed report, on the choice,

,

development, and analysis of the ihstruments,is included ih the Working ;

,,

Paper which begins on page 21.

4 ' The children ,involved.in thelesting reported here were those students

in the Oakland Schools that receiv!d all three MPSP problewsNng mod-

ules during the 1975-76 school year. In addition to the experimental.classes,

\.,. . ,

-.4. ----̀ ,.....

(i.e., the classes that received the problek,solving modules); control classes

9
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3.

. were identified.* Both the" experimental,and control classes were given

each of the fodP instruments in the fall 1975, before the experimental
,

classes used any of the'moddles. Each of the four instruments was

administered again to'All experimental andicontrol classes'in the spring

1976. ,Al tristruments.were administered,by the classroom teachers.

de Mea4uftetnent

1. Rationale: A year of exploration with children and a review of

the:probl,em-solving ltterature suggested that wringriess, confidence,,

and pleverice are three factors that influence problem!soliting Per-

formance...(Consequently, the TPSP sta.ff felt,it was important to measure, .

the impact.of MPSP on students' willingness to solve probleMs, confi-
. )1,-N

Lnce in their ability tov solveproblems, and perseveirance
1 4 s,

ing to obtain a nlution.

\
The history of liaper=and-pencil attitude measurrent iS marked ,w4th

,

1*'ISuCcesses. Most attitude stu40 result in no significant differ-

apd even when the0 are significant differences, they often prove

difficult to interpret. MPSP was looking fdr treatment-specific atti-

ttempt-

tude chang(i.e.", specific to problem solving) rather than changes in

general attitUdes. Since the literature on attitude,,, testing does con-'

tain some successes with treatment-specifiq instruments, MPSP felt there,

was some hope of identifying.treatment-specific attitude ,changes.

2. Development of the SAQ: The detgilsdf the Aeldpment apd
\

pilot analysis of the SAQ are contained on pi 2?-2p _gf the Working Paper,

and in Appendices B, 'C, 0,11. and F. The, SAQ is a self-report; papery
. 4

.and-pencil instrument which contains 'S'ubscales intended to measure
. ..)

* See Technical RepoONIII, Chapter kfor a detaileddescriptiop of ( 4
the experi ntal and control amasses.

- \
4

N} =-,,
,, Y
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willingness, confidende and perseverapke. The pilot analysis of tqe

SAQ suggested that the SAQ measures some aspects of the affect involved

in mathematical problem solving and that the three subscales were dis-

tinct and. had moderate internal consistency.,

3. SAQ-Data: The,. data obtained for the SAQ i,s reported in Tables

2 and 3 for the 4th.,.5th and 6th grades.- 'In reporting this data, the

classes were separated into thirds (lower, middle and upper)tased on

their scores on the SAT. Scdres for the lower third are reported after

"Lbw," for the upper third after ''High," and.for all students after

,"Whole Class1 Pretest, post-test, and gain scores are reported for

bo erimental. and. control groupSjor each of the t&q, sUbsdaleS'
.

(/ (Wi lingness, p&sevenAndeand selfconfidence) aS well a's for the wihbie
. ). .

°7-17r
t st.

At the fourth grade; trends favor the experimental grodp with a

smattering ofsignifiCant difftren (p<.05)\. At tAglifth.grade

those trends were reversed. ktihe.sigh'grade, results were different

for different subscales with a slight overiil edge to the experimental

group. Looking. at high-ability children and low-ability children, one

notes that high-ability students scored consistentT Jiigher than low-

ability students.

4.' Analysis of SAQ-Data, There, is no clear trend in the'pretest

and post-test coMparisons for the experimental and control groups. The

pilot efforts, with the SAQ indicated that some components of student
.A

plud&are measured by this instrument. HoweVer, the data suggeS'ts

that t-the MPSP ei(perience did not have=a consistent impact on the

ponents of student attitude measured by the SAQ. All 03 the teachers

in the experimental classes reported pOsIive student attitudes toward

problem solving related to MPOyet no consistent rends favoring the

9
S ,
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Table 1
Comparison of the'ExperiMental and Control

Fourth-Grade Classes on the.SAQ

Experimental
Pre& Post Gainb"
(N=130), (N=124) .4(N =121)

,

Willingne .=6)

Low: 3.60d-

"Hi h: 4.961

Whole, Cla 4.213

Perseverance (max,:=5)

Low: 1.953

High: 4.189

WhOle Class:, 4106

Self-Confidence (max.-

Low: 3.875

Higp: b\385

Whole Class:. 4.723
, . ,

,

SA otal (max.=18)

Low:
.4-

11.649.

. High: 14.480

Whole Cl s: 13.169

1

3.-917 0.375

4.673 -0.234

4.281 0.068

4.127 9 0.886

4.333' 0.188

4.203 0:097

4.194 0.281

5.653 0.313

4.906- 0.183

(

.

12.400 0.679

0.333.

"13.462. 0.283

Control
Pre . Post
(N=65) (N=73)

4.5196.0 4.333

5.000 _,,,,.060

4.63T 4.519,

3384 3.830

4.308 4.538

3.986 4.063

L 4.189 3.619'p

5.385 5.154

4.391. 4.095,"

,

-Gain
.0=614fr

`Is

I

L_TO.036, 0.480

-0.083 0.017-'

20.11Z 6.542

a(s

-0.036 1.751

0.-231® 0.527

0.077 0.468

S

-0.536 6.437**

-0.231 4.765

-0.2 6.157

.
12,.647 & 1 .951

14.83 .692

13.062 795

z'
4).560- Z.090

-0.167 0.322

-0.267, . 1.337

** p<.05
4

a
The.N of students represents the number of students used to compute the
whole Troup mean. The students used for computing gain scos were the
students that complieted bOth the pre-cand posttests.

b
Gain = posttest scat:0,- pretest score.

c ANCOVA was used to test the difference in.gain score-means: The pretest.
.for' each student was used as the coyariate. - .

d
.Low' and high were determined bye: the 1pwer and upper thirds of the dittri
bution of SAT scores for the fou-rth-grade students.I.
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Comp?.Table 2

rison of the Exverimental'and Control
Fiftfi-Grade Classes on the SAQ c

ExperimentalR? Post Gainb Pre
(N=202) (N=188) 01=181) (N=75)

Willingness /max.=6)

Con rol
Pos ' Gain cc

(N =74.) (N =70) '

Low:d 3.769 4.136 . 0.301 4.100 4.364 0.462 0.381'

High: '4.803 4.864 4Q069 4J45 ' 4.714 0.000 0.5561}

Whole Class: 4.341 --0.11 4.359 4.513 0.154 -0.003

Perseverance (max.=5) -

'1110
A. Low: .3.840 3.6Q8 -0.33 3.767 3.81$ 0.24 0.758P

High: 4.212 4.117 .- '.-0.051 4.045, 4.318 0.273 3:831*

Whole Class: 3.99V .3.918 .073 3.474 '4.013 -0.039 1,..609

4:

Self-Confidence (max.=7)
.

LoW: 3.829 3.618- -0,308 3.6 5 3.484 0.018.; 0.069,

High: 5 485 5.533 0.169 5,5§1, ,5.$10 -0:000
/

Whoie Class: :44.675 4.560 -0.115 4.449. 4.513 0.064 6.392

-SA 'Total Opak.=18) i

Low: 11.527 11.521 -0.323, 11.379 11.710 1 000 1.058

High: 14.609 14.627 0.351 14.182 15.160 0.250 0.080.
,

;.. -1,4 Wh6le Class: 13%104. 13.094 -0.0i0 12.880 13.1)6 0.296 0_160 .

*1)<.10

The-N of students represents the number of student$ Used-to-dmpute the
whole group mean.. Thelstudents used for camputing gain scores were the

'students that completed both the, pre- and posttests.

Gain = posttest score - pretest score.

c ANCOVA *as used tliolest the difference in gagn gcore means. The pretest
for eadh-student was used as the covariate.

Low and_high were determined by the lower and upper thirds of the distri-
bution of SAT scores for the fifth-grade students.

11
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Comparison of the Experimental aid Control_
6bith,Grade Class0 on the

Experimental
--PTP / Post

, INN=280) (N=270)

Willingness ma)c. =6 )

Low:d 4.152 4,038

High: 4.800 4,755

Whole C]ass: 4.3.29 4.349

Perseverance (max.=5)

Low:' 3.626

High:' 4.130

Whole Class: 3.881

Self-Cofidence (mdx.=7)

3.739 .

3.433

Low: 4.154 4.104

Righ,1 4.673 5.695

.1,41o16 'Chats': \825 .857

-0.1 , 4,590 4.000

0:000 5100 5.143

0.020 4.741 , 4.430

-0.034 3.900 3.675

0.109 5.964

0.032 4.721 4.627,

Control
'Gen Pre Post
(N=262) N=84)' (N=83)

.

-0.115 4.128
-\

'3.810
4.021 0.085, 4.300 ,4.214:

-0.048 4.129 3:449

ti

Gain
(N=83)-

.c
-0.526- 0.111

. 0.0 0.977

(/-0.311
; '0.244

1'.

,

-0.297 O. 4

6.07.1 0.440

-0. 0 10.057

-0.167 1.366
e

0.250 0..696

-0.094 1,376

SAQ Total (Max. 18)

Low: 12'.173 12.091. -0.321 12.711 11000
High: 14.633 14.447 -0.022 15.133 15,321

13.204 0.040 13.655. 13:072Whole Class: 1.3.164

.

. -0.857 ,0:828

0.179 O.

-0.583 0.957

.,..//a,
The N of students represents the number of students used tq compute the
whole group mean. The students used, for complAting gain scores were the
students. that completed both the pre- and posttests.

Gain = posttist score - pretest scare.
b

c ANCOVA was used to ,test the difference in gain score means. The pretest
:for>lach student was used as the covariate,

d
high determined lower and,tow and. were by tfie upper thirds of the distri-

butiOn of. SAT scores far the sixth-grade students:

12
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,

-::-experimeRyal studenti were found in the SAQ dg(a. ThT4' inconsistency

^11F`

beiween'the.tetters''.f4dedbaa and the SAQ datagis difficult to inter-

pret. Thd-leachers may have been judging" students' attitudes on cdm-

ponettt otb4'.than thbslimeffsared by the 'SAQ. An'otherPoc-"I-- ,,xplana-

tion 'I'S that the .SA may be .too general'anXinstruMent

" 1,-
,

Odes toward Alving'prbblems of the typeiprimail*useu
e . ..

'-.

:Whatever the eason(fo'r the-Anconhstency, it is'clearthat fUrther.

.) .,..
. ..").

efforts are.Warrantedmto refine or replace the SAQ as anjnstrume0 for-
.

: - ..-4, i

_

.

'measuring attitudes:toWard problem solving osthifined..by MPSP.

'0, I Litti

D. NLSMA Subscate,Items

AN l: Rationale :4' The- MPSP staff wanted to ide tify an instrument

that was well-known to the mathemeatics education ommunity a d which

measured problem-solNing performance on_the kinds of prOble s emphasized
.e.

by MPSP.. An extensive review of the literature did not identify any

I

/
such instrument. However, among the problems used in the National

Longitudinal' Study for Mathematics Achievement (NLSMA) several items

incine.subscalT were similar to the process-type problems used by MPSP,

and the NLSMA tests are nationally known and widely accepted. Three

items*'(1-3) were chuenItom NLSMA more as traditional, textbook -type

4 problems which would not be threatening to children on a pretest. Two

items (4 and 5) were selected as process-type problems. The details

of the selection proipss of the five-item, multiple choice NLSMA sub-
.

scale appear in the discussion of_the Problem Solying Survey (part'I)

on page 28 of the Working Paper (see the,NLSMA items in Appendix 6).

40

2. NLSMA Data: Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the data obtained.from the

NLSMA.. For fOurth and sixth grades, the gains consistently favore ,ex-

perimental students over control. Many of the differences were at or

near significance (p<.05). This picture is even clearerfor items 4

and 5, which are most like those problems emphasized by MPSP.

13
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.""Table 4 '

or
, 'Compa'rison of the Experimental and Control

. ,.

N4 . FourVrade tlpses on NLSMA

,,r Experimental Control '

51i6 Post GainP' Pre r" Post, Gain iE__
1-

' '

(N123) (N=121), N=121) (N=59) :0=76) d 1057)

1,2,3:(max.=3)

Low:d

High:

.Whole GrOur:'

4,5 (max. 2

Low

Whole Group:

(max.=5)

Low:

'N High:

Whole Group:

A
, --.

1.395

.569

1.48

,

139

1.898

1:558'

,..

-0.226

o4p

, 0.069
.

.."

. ..

.4

1....N.5

1.20

1 sJi

1.833

1.165

,

uk

0.000

0.083

-0,035

r

3.862* -

7.188***
1.

A

0:551 0.788 0 370 / 0.382 0.523 0.143 2.661
0.:13, ; 1.250 0.419 0.800 1.000 0.100 -' 2.057
0.5 0.437 0.516 0.688 0.172 5.324**

1.750 1.938 0.231 1.219 1.523 .0.111 , 3.014
2.391 3.146 0.667 2.700 .2.750 6.100 0.094
2.073 2.603 0.530 1.729 1.868 0.139 7.761***

*** p<.01

** p<.05

* p<.10
4

4

a
,The N of students represents the n ber of students used_to compute the
whole group mean. The stu is use for computing gain scores were the
-students that completed bo h the pre- and posttests.

b
Gain = posttest score_- pr test score.

ANCOVA was used to test the difference in gain score means. The pretest
for each student was used as the covariate.

-

Low and high were determined by the lower and upper thirds of the distri-
bution pf SAT scores for the fourth-grade classes.

14
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Items

- N

1 r" Table 5
*4;

Comparison of the Experimental and C6trol
Fifth -Grade Classes on NLSMA

Experimental. control
\-!.Post., Gain '''Fre Rost

(N=190) (..(N=188) (N=181) (N=71) . (N=77)

,,

t

.

1,2,3,o(,max.=3)

"r.026'4".

2.045

1.466

1.289

2.00

1.686

'ow:d

high:

.Whole Group:

4,5 (max.=2)

. Low: 0.373 '0:625
.

High: 0.841 1.153

Whole Group: a.568 : 0.894.

All (max.=5)

Low: 1.388 1.903

High: 2,889 3.373

Whole Group: 2.047 '2.585

L

*** p<.01

The N of students. t"epresenis the numberof 4udents used.to compute the
whole group mean. The students used. for computing gain scores we the
students, that completed both' the )5ie- and pWtests.

Gain posttest score - pretest score.

d

10

Gain .Ec

(N=7

t

.0.309 \13.9664 1 1 0 60 .0975

.6.217 ,4".667 ?. p.476 0.0 9

0.220 1.17L 9/57.6 0. 70.

1

0.310 0.333. 0.2 -0.174 3.14i3***
,

0.386 0.900 1. 8 0.400 3.126 ,.

0.326 0.611 0'6 5, 0.004 . 9.951***

0.638

0.614

0.538
A

1.333

2.526

1.769

'581 -0.087 7.334***

3.364 0.895 0.065

.351 -0.562 2.088

ANCOVA was,used to test the differ ce in gain score means. The pretest
for each_student was used as the e.'

Low apd high were determined by the lower and upper thirds of the diftri-
Uutifin of SAT scores for the fifth-grade students. ,0



Table 6
4'

t Comparison of the Experimental an4 Control
t.?

Sixth4Grade Classes on NLMA -
,

t.-

Experimental Control
Pre-a Post Gain Fre , Post . Gain

7---

(N=276) ('N =281) .(N=275) (N =84) eN=84) (11484)

/ "

*
,

.,10.1,2,3(max.?3). ,

--7-
s.,

0.

Low: 1.3NAY 1:709, p.3b4 T.200! 1.512. 0.297 0.555
High: ".28,,. ,2,484 0.189 2.400. 2.179 , -0.214 . 0.649'.

Whole Group: 1.837 2.070 0.2.33 .g44 1.8 54 0.091 . 3.553* f/ .

, q
App.4,5 (max. =2)

7

Low: 0 469 0.824 0.315 .0.:474 .0.619 0.111 .4.024 **
* .High: 0.794 l'.319 0.522 MOO 1.074 .0.148 3.619*

Whole Group: 0.615 ,1.089 0.474 0.631 0:600, 0.169 12;416***

.
/ _Items :

Ail (max.=5)

Low: 1.811 2.533 0.824- :I.658 .2.122 0.486 3.144*
High: 3.082 IP/ 3.819 ' 0.711 3.300 3.259 -0.037 8.275***i

Whole Group: 2.4892 3.141 0.652 2.381 2.631- 0.250 11.94****

*** p.01

**

* p<.10

b

7 ' *

The N of students represelts-thenumber of studeAls used to compute the
whole group:mean. -The studeritstused for computing gain scores were th4
students that completed both the-pre- and posttests.

Gain = posttest' scoh - pretest score.

ANCOVA'was used to test the difference ;in gain score means. The pretest
for each student was used as the covariate.

Low hand high were determined by the lower and upper thirds of the distri-
ion of SAT scores for' the sixth-grade students.
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The results for the fifth grade are,idss cl 'the whdle test

,

ther'e',is a slight trend toward the low- ability ex r mental)students.,

and there is Na trend toward the 44sh-ability control student. Adwever,

there is .a significant edge,to eperimental students,on problems 4 and

5:i It should be noted.that)oonflicting and sometimes surprising results

for the fifth -Andents have peesist i both tt. tofma-

,t0e)and ..suMmaitiv11".eya1 6ations.

3. kaiak 0,14LSMA,Data: The NLSMA Sub4ale proved ,p be. _easy
:....

.

to,-4administer and easy to kie. Problems 1, 2 and 3 did *vide a
A t

sufficient 'amount of success to avoid any diffidulties'in using the

tesf gt-A pretest or with control- students. The entire NLSMA test has

na al acceptance, and the subscale.(especially items 4 and 5) has

face validity with respect to MPSP goals.% The data collected 'suggests

that tliip 'NLSMA problem# (especially ,items .4 and 5) are sensitive to the

'MPSP treitment. The set of prlIblems seems appropriate for use in any

4

future MPSP evaluations.

E. StanOnd Achievement TeAt (SAT)

1. Rationale: The use of a standardized achievement test was de-

cided upon.for two reasons. First, the project hoped to demonstrate

that on a widely accepted instrument, the MPSP treatment did not re-

sult in .a decliTe in achievement in traditionally- measured ar,elis of

imatNematics. Secondly, the project was interested in knowing if the

MPSP treatment hpdpsu ficient impact so that it could be detected on

a kind of test that h traditionally proved to be insensitive to treat-

ment effects. By design ,. standardized achievement tests measure those

skills which are basic to all school curricula.' Although many research

and evaluation studies have repouted data frbm ftese tests few.have

found significant differences in means due to treatment.



-.t

-13.

'In 6hoosing an appropriateachievemeht test; one of the primary
..

ari;via was that the problem- solving portion have as much emphasis

as possi4le on process-type problems. Th4.-StanfordlAchievement Test

was chosen because the problem-solving portiOn had a spirit that was

most'similar to t1,14' m' 1 2v .st inked at least. as high as

the others o9,91 h r criteria (e4., readability). The details of the

achievement test selection are reported in Appendix A: The SAT itself

./17 Appendix H.

2. SAY Data In oral- to limit thekotal testing time to an

acceptable level, only the probl*f=solving pOrtion of SAT Intermediate

Levtt I_ was given. It was administered to exgerimental and control

ifsgidents on a pretest - posttest basis...' ,)

The data shows consistent trends in, favor of the experimental ciass:-

While the data does not contain
consistent-significant di'fferences,

clearly suppors-the Oaim that MPSP experiences_do not result in losses

In more traditional problem- solving skills. (See Table 7.)

The SAT was easily administered and seemed to exhibit some sensitiv-

ity to the MPSP treatment. If testing time had allowed, it would have

been good to administer the computation portion.of the test to support

a wider claim concerning the lack of negative,side effects (namely, a

decrease in computational skills) due to MPSP.

F. Pubegm Sdeving Sauey (PSS)

1. Rationale: .111 project wanted au instrument that was sensitive

to the MPSP goal-s, that,would provide some success experiences for most

children, and that woul provide some-insight into thetype of problem-

solving proesses that were actually being used by childrbi. To meet

these needs the PSS was developed. It was a three-problem, open-ended,

test (i.e., not multiple choice): The first problem on each form (four

1

r-
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Grade

*p<.10

a

b

41/4

N.. A
Table 7.

Comparison of the Experimental and Control SAT Means

110.,0,1

students

Mean

Experimental .0 trf

133

21:564c

116

1,0.767

I Pre rost Gafn

115

3.203

66

22.894

79

24.291

64

1:397

o. of
tudents

Mean

207

27.681

185 .

29.605

181

1.924 27:971

71 ,

29.577

.

63

1.606'

No. of
students

Mean

286

32.500

266

34.598

262

2.098

72

32.028

82,

32.841

70

0.813

Gain = postest score 7 pretest score.

14.

'3.119* -

0.233e-

th2.392

ANCOVA was used, to test the differences in group means. The pretest score
for each student was used as the covariate.

Maximum was 40.

0
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forms 'ach of.three grade 1F eel,. was a simple; une-scep, textbook -

type word problem. The second-problem was,a multiple -step textbook-
.

type problem, and the third problem was a pyl s-typeproblem of the

kind focused on by MPSP. The student was en' raged to show all of

hisiheiL work on'the paper and was-given an example oi(what'this meant

in the' instrument's instructions: Tge deta4ls of the development of

the PSS are.con4ained in the Working Paper on pages 28T30. (The PSS is
, 1 r

referred to. there as Part II of, the ppoblem Solvi,ng Survey.. The PSS;
4

itself,' is 'Appendix

2. PSS Data: The PSS was administered in the same way as the other

instruments and the results,were analyzed in two'ways. First, the tests:

1 1°

were evaluated on a "right-wrong" basis. The data from this evalpation

was analyzed and reported in the same way as the data for the other

instruments (see Tables 8, 9 and 10).

For the correct-answer analysis, the fourth-grade experimental stu-

'dents-had a significantly higher mean, gain score than the fourth-

grade control students (p.01). At the fifth and sixth grades, the
..,

.' mean gaip scores for the experimental 'studetts werehigherthan the
v , .

, .

mean gAri scores:fat-the control students but the differences were. not,,
\

significant. On the whole,,the instrumentnid seem to have som"ensi-
,

tivity io MPSP.goals,'and problem (1) did seem to provide t desired

6ccess experience for the students as 7videnced by the high roup mean

'or this problem.

A second evaluation of the test was an informal comparison of the

pre- and posttest papers to .see :if _the PSS had any potential for reflect-

ing student problem-solving Processes. Growth:in experimental students

wa4observed with respect to the amount of work shown, as: well as with

reecf to the use of tables to solve problems. The conclusion was that

itn



Table 8
Comparison of-Ixperimental(and Control

Fourth Grade- Classes on the PSS

16.

Problem 1,v

Low:d

High:

'IP WholeGroup:

Experimental Control---e . b."
Pre PI Gain

'041=126) (r 9) (N=112)
4

0.,568

0.80Q

0.698t,

06 0.121

.848 0.043 tr

1756 0.058
t

Problem 2

Low:

High:

Whole Group:

AL108- 0.324 0.242

0:560, '0.565 Li -0:043

0.365 0.437' \ 0.072

14%,.......--

.Problem 3

( *Low: 0.222 , 0.388' 0.212

High: .476 . 0.'591 0.096

Whole GrouW 0.367 0.501 0.134

Total

tow:

High:

Whole Group:

0.897 1.418 0.576,

1:8367. 2.004 0.096

1.430' 1.694 .2

***
**
*

a

b

d

V.01
p<.05
p<.10

Pre Post
(N=64) 4 (N=55)

Gain,

(N =52)

...

0.500, 0.556 0.077

,0.9/7 00.917
1

0.083

0.609, 0,492 0.117

0.056 'i).148, 0.115

0? 0.417 0:149

0.094? 0.218 0.124

0:161 0.089? 0.038

0.350 0:467 0.117

0.219 0.273 ' 0.054

0.717 0.793 0.231

1.267 1.800 0 533

.922 .055 1

I

k
.056

. .178

2.867* !
/

. 2.147

':531

5.026**

7.261***

.156

3.610*

4.486/r*

1.769

8.711***

'The N of dents represents the number of students used .to compute 'the
wtiole gr up mean, The students used for computing gain sCor -were the
students that.completed both the pre:- and Otttests..

Gain posttest score - pretest score.

ANCOV wa use0 to test the difference in gain score means.i The pretest

for each student vas used as the covariate..

Low and high were determined by the lower and upper thirds of.the distri-
bution of SAT,scores for the fourth-grade students:

V
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5 - 4
. a

e. PrpOleMAI.'

A.

Mae

! .
/) Low:cr.'

[Oft':
Whole Group,:

17.

,t -Table\9

Comparison of Expirimental and Contrqi
Fifth-Grade Classes on the PSS 11` .

Experimenta.k 1.. 6 Control
Pre \ Rost 0 Gaie Pre Post .\ Gain

01=187) (N=10) (N=1610 (N=6842. (N=63) (N=61)

. '
* ,

A0,417. t82 ,0.24t 0.484 . 0.654 .0.208 .014
' 0.80 '0:891 0.075 0.778. 0.889 0011 '11103

0.620 p 40.786 0.)66 0.603 0.825 0.222 .813

0.097 0.197 0.077 0.161 0.231 0.1'25 .143

0.443 - 0.764 0.340 -C333 0.556 0:222 2.264:
0.2E6 0.446 0.163 0.206 0.381 0.175 :368

4 .e

0.091. 0.247 0.147 0.055 ''0,.130 0.078 1.222

0.332 0.515 0.192 17-319-- 0.429 0.090 .685

0.201 0.393. 0.192 0.161 0.255 0.094 4:236**

0.605 - "1.126 0.470 0.700 1.014 04.411 .016

1.594: 2.170 0.607 1.450 1.874 0.424 .907r
1.105 1.625 0.520 0.969 fl461 0.492 .635

Problem 2 ,

Low:.

High:

Whole Group:

Problen*

Low:

High:

Whole Group:

Total

Low:

High:

Whole r

** p<.D5

a' The 'N of students represents the.number of students used to compute the
whole grouO mean. .The students used Or computing gain scores. Were the

'students that completed both the pre- and posttgsts.

Gain = posttest score_- pretest score:.
4_0 f

ANCOVA was used to test the difference in Jain score means. The pretest
for each student was used as the ciiariate.

d
Low and high were determined by the lower and upper thirqs of the distri
bution of SAT,scores for the fifth-grade students.

I.

4
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Table 10
Comparison of the,_ExpetiTental and Control

Sixth-Grade
4
Classes on the PSS

....,
a

r,---
Ex imental Control

A .

, Pre st, Gain re re 'Post Gait* \ Fc
'(N=285) .(N=277) (N=270) A=73) (N=69) fNd68)

, . L V

...Problem 1

Low:d -0.547 0.743\ 0.196 0.529 0.774 0.226 1.972
v..gr

High: 0.787 01849 0.065 0.750 0.826 0.087 .170

W'ho?e Group: . 0.667 0.787. 0.120. 0.616 0.754 0.138 .107

Problem 2

0.170

'High: 0.447

Whole Group: 0.284

6.267,. 0.076 0.088 0.161 0.097 ,410

0.570 0.130 0.458 0.348 -0.130 4.702**

0.426 0.142 0.\233 0.232 0.001 7.511***

Problem 3

,Low: 0.268 0.446 0.173 0.294 . 0.323 0.032 .686

High: 0.493 0.585 0.107 0.422 0.658 0.217 .789

Whole 'Group: 0.389 0.519 0.130 0.324 '0.538 0.214 .155

Total

Low:' 0.985 1.455 0.444 0.912 1.258 0.355 .041.

High: 1.727 2.004 0.303 1.630 9.832 0.174 .738

Whole Group: 1.339 1.732 0.393' 1.173 1.524 0.351 1.132

** p<..01

**.p<.05

- C

The N of, students''represent he number of students used to compute the
whole group mean. -The students used for computing' gain "scores were the
students that completed both the pre- and posttests.

4. 4

Gain posttest score - pretest score.

ANCOVA was used to test-the difference in gain score means. The pretest
for each student 'was used as the.covariate.

Low and high were determined by the lokr and uioper thirds of. the distri-
bution of SAT scores for the sixth-,grade stUdents.

0R,
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1 :

a careful analystS'of PSS papers could reveal group changcs-31N-the

use of problem-solving proces eL especially in those mocesses which

are likely to,be makifesad on paper (e.g., making a table, using a

lis drawing a picture, writing an equation, etc. It was decided,

that n order to make such an analysis meaningful, the PSS would have

to be'considerably refined, especial...1Y as to .the selection of problems

of type 3.

G. -$ummany
i

I
. .

.

1. SAQ: It
1

. .

'As clear that in order to measure attitude chalige.dueorder

' ..
?

.

to the MPSP treatment, M5rawork is .needed. 'Informal feedbaCk from

teachers and chil c4 en: suggests.that the MPSP treatment had a ositive

impact on student aWtudes. It seems that in order to, verify this,

impact.,*either the informal feedback prOcedures will have to be'foIr-'
J

malized (e.g., formal interviews and questionnaires) or considerably

more .refinement will have to take place in the SAQ.

2. NLSMA: The NLSMA subscale seems to have been a con$istent and

sensitiVe instrument and shoufd probably be considered in any future

,evaluation efforts.
e

3. SAT: The SAT has limited potential for reflecting growth due

to the MPSP treatment:'"However, it would be good to administer the

entire SAT to refute possible claims that the MPSP treatment result

in de6reases,in traditional mathematical skills.

4. OSS:, The PSS seems to provide a non-threatening and sensiticie

approach to measuring MPSPioals. If the process evaluation use of

PSS is to be pursied, additionl attention needs to be given to deter-

miniqg the processes likely to be used On each problem and to ,develop -:

ing.rellable 'rating procedures.:

if
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5., Implications for MPSP:. Given the fact that th intent
,

of the

MPSP treatments during 1975-1'976 was to provide form ive trial for

problem-solvingAtdules end not tq provide a 'complete and coherent

,l'gprogram for the children, and given the fact that the purpose of the

'>sumplative evaluation effort was to pilot-test.linstruments and/procedures

I ,,,
and not to evaluate MPSP, tide outcomes were fairly encouraging for the,

peojeCt. Trends in the data nt
.

generally favored the. experimeal $tuden
_

.
...,:.

.

e ex-Also,-some instances were ndted where. the mean score to, th

perfmental students vas-significantly higherkhan'themean gain.s,c8re

.for the control stuOentssOmoroces-type problems. -OnimOt traditional
4

, .

types of-probieths',sthg_exPeriMental.stude!its 'generally Oerformed as
.

.

mellas the control students and in some instances outgained the con-.

0.

trol students'. The summative evaluation results related to student

attitudes are not clear.

4

J
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MPSP Working Paper 1975/76

-Rormationof Tests for the 'summative'Evaluation AM

-Norman L. Webb

The evaluation etforts for the school year 1975/1976 are divided

into two parts, formative and summative. The formative evaluation will

'focus. on each module with the goal of improving the effectiveness,of the

.moduies in attaining their objectives. The sumriatilk evaluation will
- , . .

ocus on the.assessment of changes. 'i'n the students -and teachers over the
,

year A more detailede4lanatidn of the-evaluation design is given in

A Description df an Evaloation Design for the Mghethatical Problem Solving

Project:' Rationale and Proposed Implementation (Lester and Webb, 1975).

The purpose of this working'paper is to delineate the rationale and pro-
,

cedpres-used to compile and create the tests for the pre- posttesting for

the summative evalUation.

At the June 9, 10, and June' 23, 24,1975 MPSP staff meetings ,it was

agreed by representatives of all three centers to include the following

instrumentation in the test battery to be used for the summative evaluetidn:
f

-1) 4problem-solving" portion of a standardized test that was

available for admffistration by Ve Oakland Center:

2 pager-and-pencil ihstrument to assess the Child's preference

of, problems and confidence in his ability-td solve problems.

A problemlsolving survey composed of4roblens at different

cognitive levels, including problems of-the type that the

Project considers important.

A problem-sort task that will'be,given tO14"teachers to

assess their perception of the appropriateness of problems for

26
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4

use in teaching probleM solving and their perception of problems

which would be pre-ferred by children: (Note: This sort task(

was agreed upon at the June 9, 10 meeting and was administered

to the(project teach n June 17.)

An interview and observation format that teachers can use to

evaluate their students' willingness and perseverance with

respect to problem solving.

The dates set for the administration of the tests to the students

A'

were early October and May. The dates for administering the sort-task

to the teachers were June 1975.and June 1976 at the first and last in-

service meeting of the teachers for the year. It was also agreed upon

to give the testing to a control group of approximately ten classes.

Standardized test

The Oakland Center sent to I.U. copies :Of all the standardiied tests

they had in-house and available for administering. The five tests in-

cluded were: Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (Forms.5 & 6), Stanford Achieve-

', ment Tests Intermediate Levels I and II form 4), Metropolitan Achievement

-h
Tests (Intermediate Form F and Elementary Form F), California Achievement

Tests, and the SCAT -STEP. (Series" II, Form FA). These tests were reviewed

systematically.and judged on their,capability to measure problem-solving,

ability. Very few differences were found among tests. Test 6, Math

Application, of the Stanford Achievement Test (Intermediate Level I)

was felt more appropriate for our needs. The selection process is .

reported in "Evaluation of Standardized Tests"jCharles and Moses, 1975)

(see,Arendix A). A copy of Test 6 is included in Appendix H.

,



Student Atti ude Iuestionnaire Sri s

Ye

The SAQ is a paper-pencil questionnaire designed to measure different
N.of

affective aspects of the problem-solving processes of students. The SAQ

has gone through several changes during its evolution.

Initially the SAQ d three parts. Part I contained fourteen state-

ments about solving word problems. The student was asked to indicate

whether he agreed or disagreed with each statement. The. items were

'divided into three scales: willingness to engage in problem-solving\
,

activities (4 items), perseverance during the problem-seVing processes

(4items), and self-confidence with respect to problem olving (6 itemsl

use items were selected from a list of 136 items colleCied from several

.sources including the Childhood Attitude Inventory for Problem Solving

developed by Covington (1966) for use with the Productive Thinking, Program.
4-

I.U. Staff members (total of 10) individually sorted the 136 items into

four categories. Three of the categories are.mentioned above. The

fourth was curiosity aboutZe solVing of a probl

the rates ranked/the itelis'cording.to how Well

attitude.%items in the'iiTHOSity category dienO
: .4r `.

or, the appearance of forming one,attribute

category- was dropried.

1:
eni. th4 each. category.

hp, tem ressed 'the

t' 04?,:inyrfohesiveness

Items that all could agree upon to fit in a

within that Category by several people were used

eppve:domain:: This

category and ranked high

in Part I of the SAQ.,

Care was taken to ensure that within one category positive, and negative

items were evenly represented.

Part II was designed to have students respond to different types' of

problems with respect to the three categories of willingness, perseverance,

28
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and self-confidence. Four problems were included. Two were word problems

T
'like thOse found in textbooks, ne was a process - puzzle type problem (a

problem from the pro s problent-deck-)-; and one, was a group- project.

problem. Threestatements, reflecting each of the three categories, were

listed after each problem. The students were to respond whether they

agreed or disagreed with the statement with respect to the given problem.

Part III was designed to assess the student's preference as to the

type of problems he/she would solve. Two sets of three problems were

given. Each set represented a range of Problem types (textbook, process-

puzzles, and group-project). Fpr each set of problems, the stude,nts were
,

.

asked to select the problem they would most like to solve and then the

problem they would next like to solve if given .a choice. A third ques-

tion then asked, without any restrictions,-how many of the problems would

\
they'like to try.

The SAQ with three parts (see Appendix B) was administered to three

classes'of students representing a range in grade levels. In 'addition,

individual interviews were conducted as students worked the SAQ., Two

modes of responding were used: dichotomous (Agree/Disagree) and a five-

point scale (Agre 1 2 3 4 5 Disagree). Appendix C contains tables

comparing mea between the two forms for each item in Part I. As a re- .

sult f these tryouts a few rewording changes were made in Part I. More

ik,s/

, . .

cluestio were raised about the effectiveness of Barts.II and III. Re-

sponses in Part II varied very little. Because of this and the difficulty
2

that some students experienced in reading the problems, Part 'I was

dropped.

29
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In Part III istudents selected the problems they would most like to

work. The reasons for their choices varied. From the individual inter.-

vieWs,-the more capable students would'select problems on the basis of

attributes related to the structure of the problem, such as "it was the

easiest" or "I knew I could work it." The other students would select

problems for superficial reasons such as "it was the first one or "Iy
liked the story." It appeared that knowing only the student's problem

2

preference may be misleading. To know why 'the student selected a partic-

ular problem was also needed. At the end of 'the year the student may

select' the same problem for different reasons. The change in reasons

could be important. Part III was modified to include a list of reasons

that the student could use-to indicate why he selected a particular

problem(see Appendix D).

The revised Student Attitude Questionnaire contained two parts..

Part I had fourteen statements for ye student to respOnd ?agree" or
. ,

/T
"disagree" (using the five-point scale). Part II asked the student to

select from a set'of three, the one problem he would most likSo work.

on and tcrgive the reason why'he 'selected the probteth. The SAQ in this

form was reviewed4by representatives of all three centers at the evalua-

tion meeting of the Wagon Wheel Conference.

The evaluation working session particip.ants agreed that it was still

uriplear exactly what Part II, problem preference (formerly Part III),

would measure in its present form.. Forlpisyeason, Part II was deleted

from the SAQ. A point was made that if dimensions of problems were

identified th.:t appeared to be important to problem solving then these

could be used to form contrasting pairs of problems. For example, a

3v
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problenl with two'conditions could be compared with a problem with several
4

conditions. A problem with 4n associated picture could be compared to

one without a picture. Thel,student would be asked to select one of the

pair of problems that he would like to solve.' This could be used to

""\

measure the student's preferences for certain probTem dimensions.

It was decided to'increase Part I to include twenty items. With

the elimination of Part 4I, More time could be devoted to trying to

measure more meaningfully the three attributes of willingness, perseverance,

and self-confidence. The present form of Part I was thought to be, too

impersonal in that students were asked to respond}o- statements made by

other students. It was felt that our information would be more valid

if the items were changed to true-false and the student asked if the

statement" represented.. how he felt.

The I.U. Center generated some more items. Willingness was broken

down into three dimensions "gutting", cooperating, and liking. "Gutting"

represented the willingness to try something without regard to itil

difficulty, Cooperating represented. the willingness to go along with

something - -it is the thing to do. Liking represented the,willingness to

engage in somethingbecause it is fun--I like to do it. Two items, one

positive and,one negative, were included for each of these three dimen-

sions of willingness.

Perseverance was separated into three dimensions: obtain right

answer, not premature closure, and stick-to-itiveness. One kind of

4 persevera eis sticking with the task until the right answer is founch

Another i sticking with the task until just any answer is found, that

is, not stopping work before some closure has been reached. The third
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is stick-to-itiveness, mor*ing on a problem for a long tide and not giving

up rirght away. This lst dtmensipn is .not dependent on getting aoy tyge

of an answer. As with the willingness stale,Awo items (positive and

negative) were selected for each of these Wee dimensIons of perseverance. L/

Self-confidence was divided into three dimensions: ,belief to' succeed,

comparison to others, and "guts." Belief to succeed is the idea that

"I am a gOod.problem solver an411- succeed most of the time." Compri-.

son to others represents the.person's self-con fid4hce with respect to
\,.

his /her peers--I am better or worse compared to other students. The

uts of self-confidence relates to the difficulty of the situation
,'

I can solve Shard problems. Four items (two positive and two negative)

were included under belief to succeed. TWo stems were included 'under

each of the other two dimensions.

The final 'SAC) appearStas Appendix' E. Table 1 lists each 'item in

the scale and t imension of the scale that ;the. items represents.

A

)

TABLE 1

Item Numbers-'for Each Dimension of Each Attitude Scale

Scale Dimension

.

Positive
Item

Negativa
Item 1,

. Gutting w 5 15

Willingness
I.

Cooperating 3 14

Liking ,.. 17 2
,

Right Answer 16 . 4

Perseverance Not Premature Closure 8 . 1

1
Stick-to7itivenessc 10 18

Belief to Succeed 9, 20 12, 19

Self-confidence Comparison ) 11 6

Guts , 13 7

ti



.Problem-Solving Survey

;The draft of the problem-solving survey brought to the Wagon. heel

evaluation working,, ession consisted of two parts. Part J was the NLSMA.

scale X023 which. wis,giventy NLSMA to the X population in-the-fall of

the fourth grade. X023,ccontains five questions in a multiple choice

'format and was rated by the,NLSMA staff to be at the analysis level:

This scale appeared.to be appropriate for the needs of MPSP for two

reasons. First, two of the problems (4, 5) require processes similar

to those which the project is focusing. on. One problem (S) relates.to

using a table and the ottiOr (4),to-finding a pattern. Second, the

multiple- choice format gives students an opportunity to respond. SoMe

concern was expressed about having problems so difficult that some sta7

dents could not do any of the problems and would become very frustrated.

In a multiple-choice test, a student has a c d1ce'and can alWays guess
. -

if he/she is not sure of the answers. Other issues that supported the

use of the NLSMA.scaleiWere the ease .of grading multiple.Choice items

.and.the availability ofdata from the'administr4tion gfl the scale to a

na(ional population.

.

Part II of the survey (open-ended) consists of problems for the
t , .

'students to work, showing all of t eir work on paper. In the first draft

of the survey each student is given two sets of three problems. From

each set the student selects one problem to work.' The rationale for

giving the students a choice of problems was that they would feel

better if they could seject a problem that they could relate to instead

of being forced to solve a given problem.

33
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6Prior to the Wagon Wheel Conference, the two party of the problem-

soT:ying survey were tried. out with ten students, some individually and

some in groups of two. The problems were tried both.as multiple-choice

and as open - ended questions. Most of the students could do attleast

one problem on the NLSMA scale X023. For problems 2and 3, the students
4

had the idea and could find the answer to the open-ended question. How-.

ever, when asked to find a number sentence which could and could notbe

used to solve the problems, theg had trouble. In Part II, the better

, students liked to Nave a choice of problems and were able to handle the
oi

situation. Other students, as with Part II of the SAQ, selected problems

for cosmetic reasons and, in.sOme cases, did not read more than one

,problem.

The members of the evaluation working session approved the use of

the NI,Sk,scale, X023, for Part I of the problem:sOlving survey: How-

ever, the members did not feel%that giving the student's a choice of

prOlems to.solve in Part II/Was the most'efficient.way.-c,Instead, it
4

. was decided to construct four' forms for each grade, level. Each form
r.

was to have three _Problems which represented a range of difficulty

..levels;. Each student, then, would work on all of the problems in the

form she/he was given, showing her/his work and answers on the paper.

A set of approximately forty problems was.cothpiled after the

Wagon Wheel Con4d.ence representing three types of problems: textbook

word probleds that had one or two steps; 1A:oblems (like those found in

a textbook) that required thore'than two steps and that were not directly

translatable into a number sentence; and the process-puzzle AYkalems

like those i
N
n the project's'problem bank. The latter type of problem

34



was selected to insure that problems were included which could be.

30.

solved by using different processes: .guess & test, tables, listing,

and searching for a pattern.

The I.U. staff selected problems from the set of forty to construct

-the four forms for each of the three grade levels. Each form contained
o

three problemSone of each type. In some, cases the same problem was

/esed at different grade levels. The first problem was selected to

ensure almost certain success. The instructions to the students

catedathat they were to write down how they solved the problems. One

of the grade 4 forMs (4A was given to one class to see if the instructions

were clean, and how the students would respond to the directions. The

response was very favorable. Almost every student wrote down his computa-

tions and some idea about working the problem. Every studentNolved at

least one prolittm and 21 out of 23 students solved the first problem

correctly.

Part I(therULSMAitemsro* the final problem solving survey appears

as Appendix G, and Part II'(the open-ended problems) appears as Apendix I.

35 .
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